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Supporters Circle | Donations of $100+
• Invitation to our annual Circle Lecture in New York

featuring a leading speaker on a fascinating cultural topic.

• Access to our premium media library.

• Listing in the Annual Report.

Young Friends | Donations of $200+
• For members in their 20s and 30s.

• Invitations for two to Friends and Young Friends
events—cocktail receptions, lectures, panel discussions,
and conferences.

• Listing as a Young Friend in the Annual Report.

Friends | Donations of $2,000+
• Invitations for two to all Friends events, including

cocktail receptions, lectures, panel discussions, 
and conferences.

• Listing as a Friend in the Annual Report.

Editors Circle | Leadership support 
of $25,000+

• For your leadership support, enjoy Friends benefits
and special acknowledgment in the Notes &
Comments section of the June issue.

For information on the Galliard Society, The New Criterion’s  
planned giving program, visit newcriterion.com/galliard-society.

“A refuge for a civilizing element in short supply in 
contemporary America: honest criticism.”

—The Wall Street Journal



Founded in 1982 and published monthly from 
September through June, The New Criterion 
is a journal of the arts and intellectual life 
dedicated to engaging, in Matthew Arnold’s 
famous phrase, with “the best that has been 
thought and said.”

“America’s leading review of the arts and 
intellectual life.”
   —The Daily Telegraph of London

“More consistently worth reading than any 
other magazine in English.”
   —The Times Literary Supplement

“As smart as it is bold.”
   —New York Post

Your support makes possible all of our 
initiatives, including:

Special issues

Live events & lectures

Visiting critics

Poetry Prize

Hilton Kramer Fellowship

Website & digital archive

Subscriber outreach

Underwriting the true 
cost of the magazine

A monthly review  
edited by Roger Kimball

Founding Editor Hilton Kramer 
Founding Publisher Samuel Lipman

Executive Editor James Panero


